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Abstract
Adverse drug reactions are today a major concern for cancer treatment, with as many as 58.6% of
patients treated for cancer suffering mild or severe adverse effects. Due to this it is important to identify
biomarkers which could be used to predict adverse drug reactions before the initiation of a treatment.
Something which could improve both the outcome of the treatment as well as the quality of life for the
individual being treated. Single nucleotide variation mutations (SNVs) have seen great success here but
are hard to work with due to the large number and complex patterns that lead to the reactions. Here a
method to analyse these SNVs using artificial neural networks are presented. The method builds on
compressing the large SNV data sets using an autoencoder and then transferring this compressed data
to an additional neural network model that performs a regression analysis on the data. For this study no
significant association between the phenotype and the SNVs could be found. The lack of findings most
likely springing from the data used, as few SNVs could be associated to the phenotypes using either
established methods or the neural network approach developed here. The study did however lay a
foundation for further work by showing that the SNV data can be compressed and this compression
could be used for transfer learning. This evidence can now be built on with larger datasets alternatively
with whole genome data.
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1. Introduction
Adverse drug reactions (ADRs) are today a major issue for cancer treatment. In 2016 Chopra
et al showed that out of 591 patients 58.6% suffered some form of ADR during their treatment.1
Out of these 12.9% where considered severe and 50.2% of the ADRs required treatment.1
Similarly, Green et al (2016) showed that 15-17% of their patients suffered serious or life
threatening ADRs during the patients first chemotherapy cycle. At the same time 20-37% of
the patients did not show any side effects when treated with the same drugs.2 These ADRs take
on a number of different characteristics. An observational study performed by Chopra et al
(2013) observed that ADR’s from cancer treatment primarily consisted of gastroenterological
(43.7%), dermatological (24.9%) and haematological (23.2%) issues. This study primarily
focused on the haematological ADRs as these are fairly common while also having the
potential to severely affect the treatment.1
The most promising way to solve this challenge today lies in the emerging field of personalised
medicine. Personal medicine, while a promising field presents a new set of unique challenges
in that it requires the ability to quickly and accurately determine genetic predisposition towards
ADRs in order to determine which drug a given patient should receive. Something which
requires known biomarkers that can be linked to an individual's response to drug treatment. It
has been shown previously that accounting for genotypes can drastically increase the survival
chances depending on which drug is used.3 One example is the usage of a drug known as
Gleevec (imatinib) which has been shown to almost double the survival rate of leucoma
patients, if the patient has a rare mutation known as the Philadelphia translocation.4 A
promising group of markers for detecting adverse effects are the so called single nucleotide
variance(SNV) mutations. SNVs have previously been associated with a large number of
phenotypical effects and a large number have been associated to ADRs in the past.5
Additionally to this association, SNVs also have the advantage that they are present in all DNA
containing cells allowing for detection from blood, a tissue which can be obtained with noninvasive methods. This combination makes SNVs highly suitable as biomarkers for ADRs.6
However, there is a high complexity in the SNVs, due to the sheer amount of data involved in
both regular genetics and SNV studies. An example of this complexity can be seen in an
unpublished study by Ingelman-Sundberg, et al (2107). The study looked at exome sequencing
data from 60,000 individuals identifying more than 73,000 SNVs spread over 208 different
genes linked to pharmacological effects. This was further complicated by that more than 50%
of these SNVs where only found in a single individual.7 This study analysed only the SNVs
found in the exomes which make up about 47% of all SNVs according to data from the 1000
genomes project.8 Even the relatively low number of SNVs present in the exons have been hard
to study due to the large size of the data. The issue have traditionally been tackled using a
number of machine learning and statistical models but most models suffers from the large
amount of noise in the data due to the SNVs not affecting the phenotype present in the data.9
Here a method is presented that aims at identifying SNVs important for ADRs while masking
the noise without any pre-processing of the data. The method uses artificial neural networks to
find SNVs that group together and then compare the groups to phenotypical data to identify
the key SNVs for each phenotype. The general concept for testing a neural network approach
was inspired by both findings by Hinton et al (2006) that showed that by encoding data the
strongest patterns will be found reducing noise in the data.10 In addition to this it has been
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shown that neural networks outperform most other machine learning methods when it comes
to finding important patterns in data.11 Neural networks further have the advantage of requiring
little to no pre-processing of the data making them relatively easy to use once they have been
established.12

1.1 Single nucleotide variation
A single nucleotide variation mutation (SNV) is a form of mutation where only a single
nucleotide has been changed in a given position in the genome. Often it is seen as a nucleotide
to nucleotide exchange but it can also include deletions and insertions as long as it occurs in a
single position. This type of mutation is divided in to two categories single nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) and single nucleotide variations (SNVs). Usually the SNV is a single
nucleotide mutation that occurs in less than 1% of the population while a variation found in
more than 1% of the population is a SNP. For this study both types of mutation will be treated
as a single group as the rate of occurrence in the population is not relevant. The single group
will throughout this paper be referred to as single nucleotide variation (SNV). Traditionally
SNPs are the more studied category of the two, due to being more prevalent in a given
population as well as fewer in number. Despite this both of the categories of SNVs have been
linked to a number of diseases as well as having effects on ADRs.5,6 Due to this it’s become
increasingly important to be able to predict effects that these SNVs have on a disease both in
causing it but also how they can affect an existing disease. Most of the research in this field
have so far been aimed at the SNVs inside the exons as over 85% of the SNVs that associate
with disease have been identified among the relatively few SNVs located within an exome.5
For this reason, is also common to focus on developing predictive methods based on the SNVs
present in the exome.

1.2 Haematological adverse drug reactions
As ADRs that effects the blood are fairly common, being detected in around 23% of patients
treated for cancer.1 It is also a possibly severe ADR compared to the more common
gastroenterological and dermatological issues. For this study three different ADRs common in
cancer treatment: Thrombocytopenia, Leukopenia and Neutropenia where used for the ADR
data. All three diagnoses are similar in the fact that this ADR manifest as a deficiency in
specific blood cells (thrombocytes, leukocytes and neutrophils). These ADRs are often
observed in systemic chemotherapy with large variations depending on treatment regime.
While these ADRs are similar in nature they have some key differences that all will affect the
outcome of treatment while affecting different cell types and therefore different biological
functions. Thrombocytopenia (TPK) affects the thrombocytes causing issues with blood
coagulation or in more severe cases spontaneous bleedings. It can also affect the treatment
directly as the chemotherapeutic drugs must be administered more carefully to not further
increase the complications. Along with this the ADR also makes surgery more complex due to
the risk of uncontrolled bleeding in the patient. The risk of TPK varies greatly dependent on
what treatment is given to a patient. For the treatment given to the individuals in the cancer
data set used here, a combined treatment of Gemcitabine and Carboplatin commonly used to
treat lung cancer there is a TPK incidence of about 58%. With the treatment consisting of
removing or reducing the cytostatic drugs this is a fairly problematic ADR.13 Leukopenia
(LPK) in turn is one of the most common side effects during cancer treatment. It is defined as
2

a deficiency of all white blood cells and is often grouped together with neutropenia (NPK) in
to a single diagnosis. There is however a small but sometimes crucial difference in that LPK is
a more general diagnosis covering all immune cells in the blood while NPK only covers the
neutrophils. Due to the very close similarity of these two ADRs the symptoms and treatment
are generally the same for both conditions. The main effect of this is obviously the
immunodeficiency that arises from the low number of immune cells available in the body. Due
to this effect the main treatment for this ADR have so far been antibiotics and partial isolation
from other patients to prevent infections. It is also possible to perform bone marrow transplants
as well as administer granulocyte colony-stimulating factor (G-CSF) to promote neutrophil
growth.14

1.3 Artificial neural networks
Artificial neural networks (ANN) is a form of advanced machine learning building on a layer
and node structure. The initial ideas for the method goes back as far as the early 20 th century
when scientists such as Hermann von Helmholtz, Ernst Mach and Ivan Pavlov started working
on general models for learning and conditioning that could be applied outside a biological
brain. This was a interdisciplinary work between physics, psychology and neurophysiology
that at this point still lacked the mathematical model modern neural networks builds on. 15
Instead most of this work was purely theoretical in nature focusing on a broader aspect rather
than the neurons within the network. Following on this research Warren McCulloch and Walter
Pitts established the modern neural network ideas in 1949 when they showed that artificial
neurons could in theory solve any arithmetic or logical function. This theory still holds true
and is the very core of the modern neural network filed, due to this the Warren Pitts study is
often heralded as the origin of the neural network field. This was followed up with a number
of new discoveries throughout the later part of the 20th century. 15 However most of these
models where heavily limited by the lack of powerful computational devices leading to the
field advancing very slowly until the late 1980s when the backpropagation algorithm was
discovered that solved some of the major issues earlier models had shown. From that point
several thousand articles have been published regarding the topic. With the increase in data
power we have experienced the field have been rapidly advancing through the 21st century
generating several different methods for building and optimizing ANNs.15
Neural networks as previously mentioned is a form of machine learning, the method is based
on mimicking the neural structure of the human brain to allow a computer to learn and solve
any problem with a non-linear approximation. What this means is that the ANN is built up of
nodes (neurons) that are connected to one another in layer structures and activated (given a
value) based on the information from the nodes in the previous layer (see figure 1). Based on
this the networks takes the input given to it in the first layer (referred to as an input layer) and
use it to activate the second layer based on an adjusted weight (how strongly the input links to
the next layer) and a bias term (a set value for all nodes used to prevent faulty activation). By
repeating this activation again and again while adjusting the weights and bias values the model
trains a better fit to the representation of the data. This is what is referred to as training a neural
network and the number of loops for this is determined by the epoch parameter set by the user.
By performing the training and adjusting the weights, bias and activation values by using a
backpropagation algorithm (described in detail on page 8) the ANN filters information through
the network learning a representation of the data that allows the network to make advanced
“decisions” that can be applied on a multitude of problems. The model structure and learning
3

method allows the network to model non-linear relations between data and create complex
unintuitive relational representations of aspects of the input data.12,15 These layers with nodes
can then be used in several different ways. In the smallest networks the model is built with a
single hidden layer in a so called shallow network. These types of networks are useful in that
they are easy to build and fast to train. Alternatively, thanks to the non-linearity of the nodes
several layers can be stacked, allowing for the hidden layers to forward data in to additional
hidden layers (see figure 1). These types of ANNs are usually referred to as deep or multilayered ANNs. They are often more useful than the shallow layers as the increased depth of
the nodes allow the network a greater complexity in the data representation something that
often improves the performance in the networks. The downside being that they are somewhat
slower to train.12

Figure 1: The figure depicts the basic structure of a deep neural network. The data is feed to the input layer which
will evaluate the data and pass it forward to the first hidden layer. The data will only be passed forward if the
activation in the input layer is above a specified value. This process is similar to how a biological neuron works
only firing if the activation is high enough. The network builds on this same system forwarding the information
in each node (coloured circle) and activating the next node until it reaches the output layer. The output layer then
contains the data that had high enough activation to reach that far in each of the hidden layers mimicking a
biological brain in its processing of data.

1.3.1 Activation function
The activation function is perhaps the most central part of any ANN. The activation function
is a mathematical function that regulates what value each node will receive. It calculates a
weighted sum of the input to the node adding in the bias and decides based on this whether a
node should be activated or not. In its simplest linear form this can be described as Y =
Σ(weight ∗ input) + bias where Y is the activation of the node and input is the values of the
nodes connecting to the activating node. In the simplest linear model of the activation it can
be explained with the activation function Y > A where A is the threshold and Y is one or zero.
This threshold model is also referred to as a step function as it only has two levels in total. Of
course, this very simple model is not particularly useful in reality as it only model a binary
representation of the data. While functional the simple linear model using a threshold for
activation is often replaced by more advanced activation functions. Among these there are a
4

number to choose from but the most common are Sigmoid, Tanh and Rectified Linear Unit
(ReLU).16 All of these are non-linear and smother than the step function allowing for a better
representation of the data, but differ in some key areas. 17
Sigmoid
The sigmoid function creates a smoothened step like function with activation going between
zero to one by fitting the activation to a sigmoid curve (figure 2). Due to the nature of the
sigmoid curve the activation do have a tendency to move towards the min and max value which
further help with classifying a node as active or inactive. Based on these strengths the sigmoid
activation is one of the most common activators for ANNs. It does however still have some
issues, the main one being that as the activation moves to the maximum or minimum of the
sigmoid curve the gradient goes towards zero slowing down or stopping learning entirely in
this node.17
Tanh
The Tanh function in turn is very similar to the Sigmoid function. This is due to it being a
scaled version of the Sigmoid function that can be described as Tanh(x) = 2 * sigmoid(2x) -1
(see figure 2). This means that the Tanh function keeps all the features of the Sigmoid but with
a steeper gradient meaning it can be slightly faster but less precise. Deciding between these
two are generally entirely up to how steep a gradient is sought after for the model.17
ReLU
The third activation function is the ReLU. This activation function differs greatly from the
other two. The first thing to notice is that while the ReLU curve looks linear (figure 2) ReLU
is actually non-linear in its nature building on the formula A(x) = max(0,x) where A is
activation and x a given value on the horizontal axis. By this formula activation is given for
any value larger than zero while all values below zero will be returned as zero. This also means
that the activation ranges from zero to infinite. The advantages of this is that ReLU comes with
a built-in sparsity where a large number of negatively activated nodes will be silenced
heightening the importance of the active nodes still left in the layer. This means that the model
will be trained faster and often with greater precision. Despite this ReLU does have some severe
issues that must be accounted for when using it. The major flaw is the so called ReLU death
that can occur if a node contains a large number of negative values. What happens with a node
like that is that as the ReLU gradient is pushed towards zero the activation is set to zero
permanently preventing the model from learning anything with this node as it will never
activate. As it is now impossible for the ANN to train away this zero activation due to all future
activation also being set to zero the node is referred to as dead. If this happens to a large number
of nodes it is also possible to achieve a model that cannot learn anything causing the model to
be useless.17
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Figure 2. The figure shows the different gradients used by the three most common activation functions used in
artificial neural networks (ANN). The sigmoid the Tanh and the ReLU activation. All three functions builds on a
non-linear gradient and are used in ANNs to determine if a node is active or not based on a weight and bias value.

1.3.2 Backpropagation
As mentioned earlier one of the major and vital discoveries for the field of neural networks is
the backpropagation algorithm (often referred to as backprop) created in the late 1980s by
several researchers, the most influential in its creation being David Rumelhart and James
McClelland.15 The reason the backpropagation is so important is that it addresses an important
issue within the neural network that biological learning can do. This is to correct the learning
when the outcome is not as expected when training for something. For a biological lifeform
this is fairly simple to just change the behaviour thanks to the knowledge that whatever they
were doing did not work, however for a strict feedforward network like the early ANNs this
was not possible as no information could be sent back through the network to adjust the learning
despite errors in the outcome. This is until the discovery of backpropagation. What back
propagation does in simple terms is that it takes the error in the output layer; by comparing the
actual output to the expected output during training; and then it follows the connections
between the nodes backwards adjusting the weights to minimise errors. While the
backpropagation follows the nodes backwards it also adjusts the weights and biases thus
increasing or decreasing the activation cost for each node. By increasing or decreasing this
activation cost the faulty activation will be corrected through the training and thus the model
can adjust for errors in the learning. Worth noting is that while the backpropagation is central
for learning it does not constitute the whole learning algorithm despite this being a common
and simple misunderstanding. Rather it makes up a central part of it performing error correction
after the feedforward algorithm is completed. While the concept of backpropagation might not
seem to advance the reason, it took so long to develop is made clear when looking at the four
fundamental equations that makes up the backprop. 16 These equations consist of:
∂C

An equation to calculate the error in the output layer (δL): given by: δ𝐽𝐿 = ∂𝑎𝐿 σ′ (𝑧𝑗𝐿 ) where
𝑗

∂C
∂𝑎𝑗𝐿

th

gives how fast the activation cost is changing as a function of the J output. C being the

cost function and a being the activation in the Jth output node in the output later L. This means
that if the cost function C is not dependent on node J the δL will be small giving a low or zero
input from the previous node to the output node. The second part of the equation σ′ (𝑧𝑗𝐿 ) in turn
calculates how fast the activation function σ is changing. Together this gives us the total error
of the Jth node in the network. As the neural networks works with matrixes however this
formula is usually rewritten as δ𝐿 = ∇aC ⊙ σ′(𝑍 𝐿 ) giving a handy matrix calculation for each
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node. This formula is then further expanded on to calculate the total error for the whole output
as δL=(aL−y)⊙σ′(zL).16
An equation to calculate the error of the next layer (δl): Next a equation to calculate the
error in the next (previous layer for the forward propagation). The small l here denoting any
given layer between input (i) and output layer (L). This is given by: δ𝑙 = ((𝑤 𝑙 + 1)𝑇 δ𝑙 + 1) ⊙
σ′(𝑧 𝑙 ) and follows the same logic that the error calculation in the output layer does with the
addition of compensating for the weight matrix. This compensation comes with (𝑤 𝑙 + 1)𝑇 that
transposes the weight matrix. This equation combined with the equation for the error in the
output layer then allows for the error of all layers in the network to be calculated as the error
of the previous layer δ𝑙 + 1 is always known.16
An equation to calculate the rate of change in respect to the bias (𝜹𝒍𝒋 ) : This equation is:
∂C
∂𝑏𝑗𝐿

= 𝛿𝑗𝑙 This is an advantage as the two earlier equations have already calculated this meaning
∂C

it can be simplified to ∂b = 𝛿 where delta is true for the same neuron as the bias b is linked to.
An equation to calculate rate of change in relation to the cost for the whole weight matrix:
This is given by the equation

∂C
𝑙
∂𝑤𝑗𝑘

∂C

= 𝑎𝑘𝑙−1 𝛿𝑗𝑙 the formula can also be rewritten as ∂w = 𝑎𝑖𝑛 𝛿𝑜𝑢𝑡 .

Where ain is the activation of the node and δout is the error of the node output based on the
∂C

weight w. This gives that ∂w is the gradient change of the weight between the in node and the
output node in the network. The gradient will thanks to this also follow the rule that if the input
for a given node is small the gradient will also be small lessening its impact on the results.16

1.3.3 Weight matrix
Another key concept in neural networks is the weight matrix. The weight matrix could arguably
be described as the most central part of the learning algorithm as this is what determines if a
node will activate or not. It is also the weight matrix that is adjusted throughout learning to
allow the model to better fit the input data to the neural network. In other words, it is in the
weight matrix that the actual learning happens. Despite this important role the weights are much
less complexes than most other parts of the ANN discuss here. A weight is simply stored as a
plain value usually in a matrix with one value for each node connecting to every other node.
Thus, in a network with 64 nodes each given input node will have 64 weight values, one for
each node in the next layer. This value is as described above when discussing activation used
to determine activation A by the formula Activation = Σ(weight ∗ input) + bias. As such
the activation of a specific node is strongly regulated by the value of the weight as well as the
input. More precisely what the weight does is adjust how steep the gradient in the activation is
(for details see activation function).18

1.3.4 Bias
In addition to the weight these are also a value called bias term. This is also a single plain value
with no specific equation or function to calculate it. This is the second part of the learning
process as it much like the weights will be continues adjusted as the model learns. The bias
term unlike the weights though exists as only a single value between each layer being added to
each node in order to shift the activation cost on the gradient. This allows the network to adjust
7

the activation cost in such a way that nodes that activate to easy are removed while keeping
nodes with a string activation.18

1.3.5 Optimization Algorithms
An optimization algorithm is an algorithm designed to find the minimum or maximum within
an Objective function (also referred to as Error function or Cost function). The objective
function is given as E(x) and is a function that depends on a model's internal learnable
parameters. These parameters are used to calculate the target value based on predictive values.
In neural networks the optimizer applies to the weight and bias where it tries to find the optimal
solution by minimizing the loss. loss here being the amount of error for the entire ANN model.
There are a number of optimizers to use all with different strengths and weaknesses but they
all fit in to two main categories: First order optimization algorithms, these are optimizers that
relies on the gradient within a loss function created within the optimizer. The optimizer will
here try to find the minimal loss on this gradient by moving left or right on the gradient in
relation to how the loss changes for each training epoch. This means that if the loss is lower
than the previous run the optimizer will go in the same direction as last time while if the loss
is higher it will change direction. By doing this several times the function finds a minimum in
that area ensuring the loss is as low as possible. The alternative class of optimisers are referred
to as second order optimization algorithms. These are more advanced utilising second order
derivates to minimize the loss. However, since the second order derivate is fairly costly to
compute these optimizers are rarely used.19 As mentioned above there are a number of different
optimizers most of them belonging to the first order category, in this study only one of these
alternatives have been used and therefore this is the only optimizer that will be discuss in depth.
The optimizer used for this study are the so-called adaptive moment estimator optimizer or as
it is better known the Adam optimizer. Adam was presented in 2015 by D Kingman and J Lei
Ba as an improvement for earlier stochastic optimizers. 20 As a Fist order optimizer Adam uses
a gradient to find the minimum loss by moving along a gradient. The optimizer builds on two
previous optimizers AdaGrad and RMSProp combining the ability to work well with sparse
gradients and non-stationary settings. The main advantage of this method is that it achieves
equal or better results than most alternative methods faster than previous methods. It does so
primarily by using a form of memory where it will remember the size of the previous step and
match this. These steps will also be adjusted based on the gradient ensuring that large steps are
taken where the gradient is steep while taking smaller steps as the gradient flattens out closer
to a minimum. This allows Adam to quickly move towards the minimum when further away
but still make small adjustments when getting close to the minimum. 20 There are of course
some downsides with Adam as with all optimizers. The main issue is something that is shared
by all first order algorithms in that they can easily get stuck in a local minimum if the gradient
goes down a bit rather than finding the true minimum for the gradient. Finding a local minimum
is however usually not an issue unless it is found early in the training and the optimizer fails to
train away this minimum. In general, though the dam optimizer can be applied to all ANN
without any issues giving a fast and effective optimization.20

1.3.6 Transfer learning
Transfer learning is a method that builds on the idea that by training a alternative ANN on
larger datasets and transferring this learning to a new ANN this new model will yield a better
model while using small datasets . What this means is that a original model is trained using
large data as to increase the chance of training a better model, meanwhile the data used for the
8

actual task of the ANN can smaller. The small data often springs from limits in how much data
can be collected on a topic in a single place or in a given time. Transfer learning thus gives the
model a way to use predefined knowledge by learning patterns in the larger data that can still
be found in the smaller data. This is a task often performed with autoencoders where the data
is first feed to an autoencoder that compresses the data in to categories inside the hidden nodes.
These hidden nodes are then extracted and feed to the neural network from which a task should
be performed allowing this network to work on simpler compressed categories when modelling
the data. As such transfer learning have primarily been used when there are little data available
for the prediction but similar data that cannot be used for prediction exists.21 An example of
such a scenario can be seen in this study were phenotypical data exists alongside a small
number of genetic profiles while a larger number of genetic profiles can be obtained with
relative ease from online repositories.

1.4 Autoencoders
While the hidden nodes in most ANNs are of little interest and are kept hidden for only the
model to know there is a form of ANN that focuses specifically on these layers, the
Autoencoder. These models saw initial success after Hinton and Salakhutdinov (2006) showed
that combining a autoencoder and a Boltzmann machine they could perform accurate
classifications in data.10 It was further shown that the autoencoders could with advantage be
applied to compress complex data in to interpretable patterns when the sample size is too low
to directly apply a standard ANN. An autoencoder unlike most ANNs work by mirroring data
from the input to the output. Do note that despite this difference an autoencoder is a regular
feedforward network. However, rather than just straight copying data restraints are added to
the network so that the data have to be encoded to a smaller representation and then
decompressed again to recreate the original data for the output layer. While the mirrored data
are not of great interest the hidden layers in this model is highly useful as the model learns a
compressed pattern to represent all the output data. The goal being to find a smaller compressed
representation of the data that filters out small differences in individual samples, e.g. noise,
while representing common structures with fewer features than in the original feature
representation. In doing so the model also finds categories in the data that are often relevant to
the data structure allowing for advanced non-linear representations of patterns in the data.
When talking about autoencoders there are two main categorise undercomplete and regularized
autoencoders. The undercomplete autoencoders works exclusively with a hidden layer that
have fewer nodes than what is in the input data forcing the model to compress the data. Through
this compression the hidden layer of a undercomplete autoencoder contains similar information
as would be found as in a principle component analysis (PCA) analysis in fact if a linear
activation algorithm is used to train the model the same categories as in a PCA should be found.
The regularized autoencoders in turn excel at classification as they operate with additional
restraints forcing a more specific encoding. This means part of the data is either corrupted going
in to the model or a penalty is added for unusual activations within the network to manipulate
the activations of the hidden nodes. This regularization is added on top of a undercomplete
model structure so the data is still compressed. The additional algorithms help the regularized
autoencoders to perform tasks such classification compressing data or more advanced
prepossessing of data for other machine learning methods. This is due to the corrupted or
penalized data forces the model to learn a more rigid representation of the data in order to be
able to reconstruct it for the output layer.12
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1.5 Hypothesis and aims
For this study it was hypothesised that by compressing SNV data from cancer patients with a
known ADR to Gemcitabine and Carboplatin it would be possible to find patterns within the
SNVs that linked strongly to the phenotype. This idea is based on previous unpublished work
by Tjärnberg et al (2017) (see 4.5.1 for further details about the Tjärnberg study) that showed
that a number of SNVs associate strongly to the ADR response in the individual treated for
cancer. The aim of this study was to extract these SNV patterns to identify potential biomarkers
among the SNVs that could be associated with ADRs of this nature. In addition, the study also
aims to prove that autoencoders combined with a regression based neural network and
autoencoder based compressed SNV data could be used to predict potential biomarkers to ADR
with minimal handling of the data before it is feed to the autoencoder. The potential benefits
with this are to minimize assumptions made on the data and remove potential bias introduced
by those assumptions. The autoencoder compression of the data also comes with the additional
benefit of reducing noise in the data by encoding the SNVs in to a compressed form that can
account for the major trends in the data allowing the later supervised learning aspect to work
on only the most interesting patterns in the data.

2. Methods and implementation
This study aimed at developing a neural network based method to find SNVs associated to
ADRs from cancer treatment. To do this several different autoencoders where developed, all
for the purpose of compressing complex data in to a form that could be used for classification.
The classification would then be performed using a supervised machine learning model to find
groups of SNVs that where associated to a phenotypical ADR response from the cancer
treatment. The general workflow for this idea is summarised in figure 3 for clarification. The
key parts of the method are the autoencoder for compressing the data along with any supervised
learning the user might want on the endues to find the association. Along with this is also the
fact that very little work need to be performed before inputting the data, all that needs doing is
that the data must be in a vcf file format. A format used to store SNV data.
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Figure 3. The figure shows the generalised idea for performing the method implemented in the current study. The
parts in green shows the steps that was performed before starting the study as well as what should be done before
applying the developed method to any data. The parts highlighted in orange depicts the steps where new tools
where developed for this study.

2.1 Data
The data used in this study is split between two datasets one collected from cancer patient
treated with the cytotoxic drugs Gemcitabine and Carboplatin in a combined treatment, and
one dataset extracted from the 1000 genome project's repository.22 The patient data is collected
from 212 none-small cell lung cancer patients that experienced haematological adverse drug
effects when treated with the drugs Gemcitabine and Carboplatin. The patients have been
exome sequenced and the data contained approximately 211,000 SNVs with unknown ADR
status. These individuals were used only for training the autoencoders used. This functions as
the same SNVs are present and it is likely some of these individuals suffers the same ADRs
due to the high incidence in all populations. The 1000 genome data consists of whole genome
sequenced data from around 2500 individuals. The study used data from the phase 3 project of
the 1000 genome project, the data set containing about 15,000,000 SNVs. The data used is
available at the 1000 genome repository: http://www.internationalgenome.org/data#download.
The total data where not used for either of these datasets, instead the SNVs present in both
datasets were extracted, reducing the total amount of SNVs down to around 130,000 SNVs for
both the 2504 individuals from the 1000 genomes data and the patient dataset. This was done
in order to make it possible to pretrain and transfer the learned patterns form the larger data to
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the patient data when using our ANNs. The reason for using both datasets like this is due to the
low number of samples in the patient data as only 212 individuals are too low to accurately
train most neural network applications on. The 2500 samples in the 1000 genome data is also
on the low end of what is needed for training of a neural network but still allowed for more
accurate training than the 212 individuals in the cancer dataset.

2.1.2 One hot encoding of data
As the data for this study was originally obtained in VCF format it was necessary to process
the data to a format that could be easily used for training the neural networks. To facilitate this
the data was processed in to a one hot-encoding with three categories based on major, minor
or heterozygote SNV expression. This was done using simple matrix calculations in the python
package NumPy3. What this means more exactly was that the data was moved from the VCF
format in to the one hot encoding. A one hot-encoding means that each data point gets a number
of categories in this study three for which it can be either zero (not in this category) or one (in
this category). Each data point can only have a single 1 and as such the data is encoded in a
binary form. This both helps reading the data in to the ANN and also helps removing issues
where numerical data have a inherited order e.g. 1 is always smaller than 2

2.2 Data analysis
To explore how much variation there was in the data two separate analysis were performed.
The first method utilised a simple python script to calculate and plot the allele frequency for
the most common genotypes. This was done to determine whether or not the data had enough
variation in it for the ANN to be able to pick up any patterns. The second method used for this
was also built in python but measures the variance after the data is converted to one-hot
encoding (see 2.1.2 for detail regarding one-hot encoding). This method was employed to
ensure that the data still had enough variance for the ANN to pick up patterns after the
conversion in to one-hot encoding.

2.3 None neural network association analysis
To determine if there were any association between the SNVs and the ADR phenotypes two
analyses where performed. The first analysis was performed using the PLINK package23 to
check for association using the built-in association function. The association function tests
SNV association by looking at the allele frequency and comparing this between the different
phenotypes using a simple linear regression model. For this analysis the phenotypes where set
to a quantitative scale from zero to four based of the common terminology criteria for adverse
drug effects (CTCAE) version 4.3. An FDR correction was performed on the P-values obtained
from the PLINK analysis to correct for the large amount of SNVs present in the data. The
second analysis was instead based on an unpublished earlier study by Tjärnberg et al (2017)
working on whole genome data from 96 of the same patients used for this study. The
unpublished study found about 5000 SNVs that associate with the ADR phenotypes. To
confirm that these SNVs could still be found in the exome data the SNVs present in the cancer
data where compared to the significant SNVs from the previous work, using the position or
refSNV (rs) names. The rs names being a identifier assigned by NCBI staff to SNVs in a given
position. This was done using a simple python script comparing to lists with names and position
in them to identify the SNVs present in both lists.
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2.3 Hardware
For this study ass ANN models where run on a NVidia K80 GPU hosted on the data cluster
Kebnekaise hosted by High performance computing centre north (HPC2N)
(https://www.hpc2n.umu.se/). Smaller analysis where instead ran on 16GB ram using an
IntelCore i5-5200U CPU (2.20GHz). The ANN implementations where designed to not use
more than 12GB of ram memory due to the limited the maximum memory available on the
K80 GPU. The models were ran on the K80 GPU due to the increased speed because of the
underlying structure used in GPUs compared to CPU structure.

2.4 Neural Network implementations
2.4.1 Undercomplete autoencoder
The first implementation of the autoencoder for this study was an undercomplete autoencoder
without any regularization and four layers. This model was primarily created to test the number
of SNVs and nodes that the K80 GPU, used for running the autoencoders on, could handle
before running out of working memory. The model builds heavily on a previously created
model, created within the Gustafsson’s group allowing quick development and deployment to
the cluster. The model like all other ANNs implemented for this project is built in Keras using
a Tensorflow backend to allow for fast and relatively simple development. The model was built
with the first layer being an input layer containing all the initial data and as many nodes as
there are SNVs in the input data. From the input layer the data was fed forward to a reshape
layer that flattens the one hot encoding data structure, of three data points separated in three
columns with a single SNV per row in, to a single row with arrays of length three, one for each
SNV to allow the ANN to build the hidden layers properly. Once flattened the data was feed
to the first hidden layer. A ReLU activation was used to calculate the activation of the hidden
layer. The activation in the first hidden layer was then feeds in to a second hidden layer with
the same number of nodes and using ReLU activation much like the first hidden layer. ReLU
was used for all models as it has been shown to be faster than alternative activators while
maintaining the same or better results.24 The second layer feeds the data forwards to the output
layer that recreates the input data by first transforming the data back from the flattened form in
to a three by number of inputs matrix with each data point being a separate row. The model
then recreates the numerical data form the input layer based on the learnt patterns in the hidden
layers. For an overview of the model see figure 4.
As the model was used to test the number of nodes that would give us optimal results as well
as how much data could be added before reaching the memory limit of the K80 GPU the
methods around it focused on this specific question. The data amount problem was tested
manually by adding more and more data to the model until either all data were loaded or the
program exited with a memory error. The number of nodes that gave an optimal reconstruction
were in turn tested using a simple bash loop that ran the model once for a node count of 32, 64,
128, 256 or 512.
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Figure 4. The figure depicts a four-layer
undercomplete autoencoder. All layers are
dense using a ReLU activation with
categorical cross entropy as loss function.
The network uses two hidden layers each
with 128 nodes each (blue). Also depicted
are the weight matrixes in orange.

2.4.2 Regularized autoencoder
In an attempt to further increase the accuracy and classification capabilities of the autoencoder
a regularization was added to the undercomplete autoencoder. This was performed due to the
general consensus within the filed that regularized autoencoders perform better at classification
tasks compared to undercomplete models.12 For the regularization a denoising function
alongside a L1 regularization was added to the model. Denoising was added as a dropout
between the input layer and the first hidden layer in order to force the model to learn to recreate
the corrupted data in the output layer. The L1 regularization was added to make the autoencoder
sparse in order to make the hidden nodes more interoperable. This was done by adding a penalty
to the output of the input layer causing a sparsity in the first hidden layer.

2.4.3 Denoising autoencoder
Due to the sparse autoencoder running in to issues with the L1 regularization the sparsity was
not pursued beyond a single model. Rather a model with only the denoising regulation was
created. This autoencoder was created with the same layer structure as the under-complete
autoencoder with an added regularization via a Keras drop-out layer; which contains a function
that drops a specific percentage of the data; between the input layer and the first hidden layer
(figure 5). The dropout added to the input layer creates a denoising function which is a term
for a model with a dropout layer on the input data. This model used a dropout rate of 0.001
meaning 0.01% of the values in the input data was set to zero. The drop-out rate was selected
as it is a common value for dropout while still being low enough to prevent further issues with
the regularization.12 The activation function was also changed in this model as the previous
models had experienced issues with a common problem known as ReLU death. To avoid this
the activation function was changed to a leaky ReLU activation rather than the standard ReLU.
A leaky ReLU differs from the standard ReLU in that while the standard ReLU goes between
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zero and infinity, the leaky ReLU allows the gradient to drop below zero. It does so in a gradual
non-linear decent unlike the more linear and sharper gradient above zero.
Figure 5. The figure depicts a four-layer
denoising autoencoder with a 0.001%
dropout on input. All layers are dense
using a ReLU activation with a
categorical cross-entropy based loss. In
blue are the hidden layers while the
weight matrixes between each layer is
shown in orange

2.4.4 Deep autoencoder
In an attempt to obtain increased reconstruction accuracy compared to the denoising
autoencoder two versions of deep autoencoders were created. Deep here referring to more than
the four layers that have earlier been used. The idea behind this implementation was that the
additional layers would increase the networks classification capabilities as this have been
shown true for all feedforward networks.12 The first deep model created was a six layered
denoising autoencoder using a dropout rate of 0.001 and 128 hidden nodes in each hidden layer
as shown in figure 6. The model used a leaky ReLU activation for all layers.
An alternative deep autoencoder was created to test if compressing the data even further to
increase the strength of the encoder and decoder would improve reconstruction accuracy. This
autoencoder was also created using six layers with a dropout at 0.001 using a leaky ReLU
activator. Unlike the previous deep autoencoder however this one utilised a hidden node
structure of two layer with 128 hidden nodes following the input layer, then a single layer of
64 hidden nodes followed by an additional hidden layer containing 128 nodes before the output
layer.
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Figure 6. The figure depicts a six layer
denoising autoencoder. All layers uses a
leaky ReLU activation along with a
categorical cross-entropy based
activation.

2.5 Neural network regression model
A neural network model was created to perform a regression analysis using a sigmoid
activation output layer to find associations between the percental blood cell loss for each patient
and the compressed SNV data. The model was created as a three-layer model. To use the
compression of data that was achieved in the autoencoder models transfer learning was applied
between the input layer and the first hidden layer (see figure 7). This was performed in order
to train the model on the larger of our two data sets while using the 212 patients in the adverse
drug reaction study to match SNVs to a phenotype. The transfer learning was applied by
extracting the first weight matrix between the input layer and the first hidden layer of the
autoencoder and use this weight matrix as the weights for the hidden layer in the regression
model. The weight matrix was used without allowing the new model to change any parameters
to ensure the encoding of SNVs remained the same in the regression model as for the
autoencoder. The encoded data were then compared to the three different phenotypes, NPK,
LPK and TPK present in our data. The actual regression was then calculated in the output layer
using a sigmoid activation with mean square error as the loss function.
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Figure 7. The figure depicts a neural network model for regression analysis of previously compressed
data using a transfer learning model from an autoencoder. The network uses a single hidden layer of
128 nodes in which the transferred weights from the autoencoder feeds. This ensures a compression of
the data identical to that of the autoencoder.

2.6 Regression analysis in MATLAB
As an alternative to the neural network approach a multi methods machine learning ensemble
test was implement using MATLAB. This model was created using MATLAB and perform an
array of machine learning tests on the data from a simple linear regression model to random
forest and more advanced methods such as a support vector machine model. The script for this
is straightforward with just taking the same input data and feeding it to one machine learning
method after another ensuring that the machine learning methods does not affect one another.

2.7 High weight SNV extraction from hidden nodes
An alternative method to the regression model was also implemented for this project. This
method builds heavily on a paper published in 2016 by J. Tan et al25 and aims at studying the
SNVs encoded together within the hidden nodes. The method is based around a three-layer
denoising autoencoder so the first step in replicating the method was to establish an
autoencoder according to these specifications. The network was set up in a three-layer solution
in order to have both the encoder and decoder linked to the layer in order to maximise the
interpretability of the encoder weight matrix. The denoising autoencoder was set up with 128
hidden nodes using a dropout rate of 0.001 and a leaky ReLU activation function. The weight
matrix from the encoder the hidden layer was extracted from the finished autoencoder. The
high weight SNVs was determined by extracting the SNVs with a value above two standard
deviations from the mean. These SNVs where then matched against genes by mapping the
position of the SNVs to within the genes using the GRCh38.p12 human gene annotation from
Ensemble gene 92. Finally, the matching genes were compared to known PPIs using an R
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package called KEGGProfile. To complement this method the matching genes was uploaded
manually
to
the
online
tool
KEGG
pathway
mapper
(available
at
http://www.genome.jp/kegg/tool/map_pathway2.html). The data was also manually uploaded
to tool DAVID: Functional annotation (available at https://david.ncifcrf.gov/home.jsp) in order
to determine if the SNVs had clustered based on joint functionality.

2.8 Light up method
An alternative method, developed in-house to look at the hidden nodes, was also applied to the
autoencoder models. The method referred to as the light up method is an idea loosely adapted
from the Google deep dream project (available at https://deepdreamgenerator.com/). The deep
dream builds on the idea that if some nodes are silenced while others are enhanced it is possible
to create a surrealistic image based on a photography given to the mode. For this study the
method was adapted to silence all but one hidden node giving the output from that one node as
the only values in the output layer. This was performed for each node allowing us to track
which SNVs where encoded in what node based on what was recreated in the output layer. This
is where the model gets its name from as it highlights the effect from each node by lighting up
the path from the node to the output layer. The general idea being that this would show what
SNVs are important for creating the pattern captured in that node. It was also theorised that
these captured patterns could overlap with protein-protein interaction networks such as
STRING or KEGG. This model is more robust than the heavy weight model as it allows for
multilayer neural networks to be analysed and would also work for any type of encoded data
and can as such be applied to an autoencoder. The method has been shown to work well
producing strong associations between protein-protein interaction networks (PPIs) and nodes
when applied to gene expression data in an unpublished study by S. K. Dwivedi.

3. Results
3.1 Data analysis
The data analysis was initially performed by analysing variance in the data. To do this the
frequency of major and minor genotype was determined as well as that for heterozygote
genotype. Major genotype was defined as the genotype corresponding to the major allele
meaning the most common type of any given SNV. The major genotype was present in ~85.5%
of the individuals in our intersected dataset (see figure 8). The second most common genotype
referred to as minor genotype 1 accounting for the second most common genotype was present
in 11.5% of the individuals. Finally, the third most common genotype called minor genotype 2
occurred in 2.95% of the individuals.
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Figure 8. Frequency of the three most common genotypes in the cancer data used for the current study. The Major
genotype is the most common genotypical SNV expression accounting for the SNVs in 85.5% of the individuals.
The second most common Minor genotype 1 makes up 11.5% of the observed SNVs and the third most common
Minor genotype 2 makes up 2.95%.

3.2 Autoencoders
For this project two metrics where primarily used to determine the functionality of the ANNs.
The first metric was categorical accuracy which represents the percentage of errors in the
recreated data in the output layer. Categorical accuracy can also be referred to as reconstruction
accuracy. The second metric was loss which represents the total error during training and
validation throughout the model. These metrics where both compared for training and
validation data. Training data consisting of 80% of the inputted samples selected at random
and the validation data being the remaining 20% of the samples. The training data is what the
ANN uses for learning the model while the validation data is used to test if the model works
for data it has not been trained on. This is done to ensure the model does not learn to just fit the
training data, something that is far simpler and less useful than a model that can be applied to
all similar data as the training data. Due to the nature of how the two data sets the reconstruction
accuracy is almost always higher for the training data than for the validation while the loss is
lower for the training data as the model is fitted to the training data.

3.2.1 Undercomplete autoencoder
The undercomplete autoencoder was the first model implemented. It was used for testing
performance on the K80 GPU that all neural network models where ran on. The tests showed
that that the model could run all of the 130,000 SNVs in our dataset at once. The model was
also used to test the optimal number of hidden nodes. These tests the were inconclusive as the
difference between nodes were minimal as shown in table I.
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Table I. Results from varying number of hidden nodes in the undercomplete
autoencoder
Nodes

Categorical
accuracy (%)

Loss

Categorical
accuracy for
validation (%)

Validation
Loss

32 nodes

83.77

0.3717

84.63

0.3838

64 nodes

83.74

0.3689

84.70

0.3788

128 nodes

83.75

0.3724

84.75

0.3863

256 nodes

83.75

0.3706

84.74

0.3854

512 nodes

83.74

0.3712

84.71

0.3810

3.2.2 Sparse denoising autoencoder
The sparse denoising autoencoder was the first autoencoder created to function with the
planned regression analysis of compressing data. This autoencoder was also used to test a
number of different dropout rates and L1 penalties. Both categories where tested for the values
0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.05 and 0.1. Despite the numerous levels that were tested, all the models
had the same categorical accuracy of 83.76% with a loss of 0.5271, the validation accuracy and
loss coming in at 84.77% and 0.1823 respectively. It was also observed that all activation in
the hidden nodes was zero regardless of what dropout rate and L1 penalty was used suggesting
the ANN had found a trivial solution.

3.2.3 Denoising autoencoder
Finding that the Sparse autoencoder did not work as expected the sparsity was removed and
the activation function exchanged, running the model with only dropout at a rate of 0.001 and
a leaky ReLU activation. The model showed an accuracy of 81.21%, with a loss of 3.027, a
validation accuracy of 81.21% and a validation loss of 3.029 giving it a lower accuracy with a
higher error than our previous trivial models.

3.2.4 Deep autoencoder
Two different deep autoencoder models were created for this project; a deep model with several
identical hidden layers and a deep autoencoder with a smaller hidden layer at its centre. The
homogenous model showed an accuracy of 87.14% and a loss of 0.2793 with a validation
accuracy of 85.59% and a validation loss of 0.3265. The autoencoder with a smaller middle
layer performed equally with an accuracy of 86.93%, a loss of 0.2842 and a validation accuracy
of 85.52% with a validation loss of 0.3274.

3.3 Regression model
To find associations between the compressed data from the autoencoder and the phenotypical
expression a ANN based regression model was created. The model itself gives a strong
indication of performing well with a loss of 0.1027 and a validation loss of 0.0918. Observe
that as this neural network is not an autoencoder that recreates data reconstruction accuracy
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cannot be calculated. The model however did not find any indications of regression between
the compressed data and the phenotypical expression with all values in the regression analysis
coming out as zero.

3.4 MATLAB machine learning ensemble test
As the ANN regression model did not work an ensemble of machine learning models where
tested in MATLAB in an attempt to find a connection between the compressed data and
phenotypical expression. However, much like for the ANN model none of the methods
implemented for this test showed any links between the compressed data and the phenotypical
expression in our sample data.

3.5 High weight SNV extraction from hidden nodes
This method was implemented as an alternative method to attempt to infer biological relevance
from the compressed nodes. Initial results showed that SNVs could be matched to the gene
names by position and that by selecting SNVs with a weight value of above three standard
deviations of the mean the SNVs with the most variation could be extracted. The cut of three
standard deviations was chosen based on the paper by Tan et al. For each node the cut-off
resulted in about 200 SNVs. These SNVs where then feed in to a R script to try and find
pathway enrichments however the analysis showed no significant pathway enrichments. The
alternative methods for analysing the found SNVs described in the methods section also failed
to produce any enriched pathways based on both known protein interactions as well as
functional annotation of the genes linked to the SNVs.

3.6 Light up method
The light up method developed by S. K. Dwivedi as an in-house method with the same purpose
as the high weight SNV method. It was here used in an attempt to test if significant pathways
based on protein-protein interaction association could be found within the encoded SNVs. The
method however much like the previously published high weight SNV extraction method failed
to show any significant association between our found nodes and previously known networks.

3.7 None neural network association analysis
The first association analysis performed with PLINK showed that there was a small number of
SNVs that associated with the phenotypes when using a FDR of less than 0.05. The significant
SNVs are shown in table II. The alternative method to look for associated SNVs by looking at
SNVs that had previously been found associated to the phenotype in a representative sample
from the same individuals as in this study showed a similar result with slightly above 1% of
the known associated SNVs persisting in the intersected exome data.
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Table II. Significantly associated (FDR < 0.05) SNVs from PLINK association test
Association
Chrm SNV
Position
Regression
Standard
coef
error
LPK
7
rs201862093
75131187
0.5
1.666e-08
8
195022
0.5
1.666e-08
19
rs4756
59074653
-0.8046
0.1482
21
rs60499034
46825223
1
1.49e-08
TPK
4
22517294
0.5
7.451e-09
5
rs2279771
157170986 -1
2.107e-08
7
rs201862093
75131187
-1
2.98e-08
8
1950222
1
1.49e-08
9
rs373276437
15883013
1
8.025e-08
19
3585654
-2
5.96e-08
NPK
3
rs7644275
23986983
0.5
4.012e-08
5
107716651 -0.5
4.344e-08
8
1950222
0.5
4.012e-08

P-val

FDR

2.121e-08
2.121e-08
1.683e-07
9.486e-09

0.00146
0.00146
0.00867
0.00146

9.486e-09
1.342e-08
1.897e-08
9.486e-09
5.109e-08
1.897e-08

0.00078
0.00078
0.00078
0.00078
0.0018
0.00078

5.109e-08
5.531e-08
5.109e-08

0.00380
0.00380
0.00380

4. Discussion
4.1 Data
The overall results of the data analysis showed that there was a low level of variance in the data
used for this study. This is likely one of the major reasons why the autoencoders failed to find
patterns in the data. With 85% genotype frequency for the most common genotype indicating
that in most positions the individuals in the study had the same SNV. Something that makes it
hard to find patterns linking to a specific phenotype. Despite this it was decided not to remove
any data or select specific data as the goal was to create a method that could be used with as
little pre-processing as possible. This decision is also supported by the fact that the model
should still be able to pick up on small variation, assuming that the data set is large enough for
the autoencoder to separate these out from the noise. In addition to the low variance it was also
shown that the previously associated SNVs found by Tjärnberg et al (2017) in an unpublished
study were primarily located outside of the exome data available for this study. It was still
decided to continue with the study, as it was theorised that the ANN would be powerful enough
to pick up these few remaining SNVs and potentially also find new SNVs that associated with
the known SNVs and the ADR phenotypes. The PLINK association study however showed
that the number of associating SNVs in the exons were to few for the method to work. The
PLINK association test found ten unique SNVs associating to the three phenotypes. The
PLINK association test was however not performed until the end of the project and was used
to confirm the findings of the neural network approach, something which it coincides well with.
With the low number of associating SNVs the neural network approach is unlikely to be able
to compress the data in a meaningful way for association using a fairly small dataset with low
variation and a very low number of SNVs that associate to the phenotypes. Despite being the
only method presented in this study that was able to find results the PLINK data is somewhat
limited in that it only portrays a simple linear regression model. Due to this model the methods
have a fairly high amount of false positive associations when looking at rare SNVs.26As rare
SNVs have previously been shown to be a major contributing factor to ADRs, they are a key
target for capture with the ADR predicting methods. Therefore, more advanced methods must
be implemented on top of analysis such as those performed in PLINK.
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4.2 Autoencoders implementation
For this study one of the main goals was to build a functional autoencoder that could encode
data to a set of fewer features, essentially compressing the data, that could account for the major
trends in the data to allow for supervised learning in order to find biologically relevant patterns.
Because of this we first focused on creating an autoencoder that could compress and accurately
recreate the SNV data with a minimal reconstruction error. The first undercomplete
autoencoder model designed for this purpose performed reasonably well when used to test for
which amount of data it could handle as well as how many hidden nodes where needed in the
internal layers to accurately represent the data. The initial results for this model looked
promising with about 84% reconstruction accuracy. As such a second model were developed
implementing a dropout function along a L1 regularization. After the initial runs the
reconstruction accuracy of this model was comparable to the reconstruction accuracy for the
undercomplete autoencoder at about 84% as well. However, as it appeared unlikely that all the
trained models would behave in a similar fashion regardless of changes to hyperparameters and
the addition of two regularizes the models were studied in depth. It was here discovered that
both the autoencoders had trained a so called trivial model.
A trivial model refers to a trained model where the model has only learned to approximate the
major trend in the input data rather than a complete representation of the data. It does so by
setting all activation to 0 and giving an output only based on the bias term. In this case it
corresponds to the major genotype frequency which for the cancer data was 85.5%. Triviality
is a common issue in classification algorithms where simple data or steep penalties leads to the
creation of a seemingly accurate or somewhat accurate classification of the data based entirely
on learning to predict the major features in the data rather than the finding patterns in the total
dataset.27 For the autoencoders implemented in this study, this implied that the autoencoders
managed to recreate the data in our model with a relatively good accuracy but with a high loss
learning only the major genotype. The triviality was here, likely caused by a combination of a
known issue that sometimes occur when using the ReLU activation function in combination
with the L1 regularization used to force sparsity in the nodes. The L1 regularization issue
springs from the penalty added. Making it more cost effective for the model to not to have
activation and just learn the major genotype due to the penalty added to having an activation.
The L1 regularization issue was simply solved by removing the regularization. The ReLU death
however is a little more complex, the phenomena occur when the optimization algorithm moves
in to the negative part of the ReLU, causing the gradient to be set to zero. As the model then
trains further, the activation is locked in at zero as the gradient is flat in this region preventing
the optimization function from moving away from zero and killing the node.24 If this happens
in just a few nodes it is not a major issue however since it happened in all the nodes the model
turned trivial, making it impossible for the model to learn a representation of the data.
After finding the dying ReLU issue the first part of the problem was solved by implementing
a leaky ReLU activation function rather than the classical ReLU. The leaky ReLU activator
works exactly the same as the classical ReLU but it allows values to go below zero in a weak
non-linear slope allowing for negative values. The leaky ReLU also have the advantage of
centring the activation around zero something which can speed up the learning process for the
model.28 Once these changes had been implemented a non-trivial model were trained using a
denoising autoencoder. While the model was non-trivial, meaning it learned a representation
of the data, the reconstruction accuracy was poor at about 81%. A lower accuracy than the
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~84% accuracy given by the trivial model and still lower than the 85% major genotype
frequency that the model is able to approximate without learning. With these results the model
was still not usable as the low reconstruction error indicates that the compression is of poor
quality.
Two deep multi layered autoencoders was developed in an attempt to solve the issue with the
low reconstruction error. This was done based on the idea that feed forward networks usually
obtain a greater performance as they become deeper. As autoencoders are a form of feed
forward networks this also holds true for them.2 This also held true for our model as the
reconstruction accuracy of the deep autoencoder reached about 87% for both the deep
autoencoders implemented. While both the deep autoencoders implemented here were good
enough to continue with the supervised learning part of the project the fact that they are deep
did complicate the study. This due to the nature of a deep autoencoder having several hidden
layers. Making it harder to study the hidden nodes as the compressed layers now does not have
a guaranteed connection back to the biological representation found in the decoder step.
Despite the potential limitation of only capturing the first layer the study was continued with
the original plan and use the weight matrix between the input and the first hidden layer for our
transfer learning model. The reason behind this was previous results within the group showing
that a representation of the data in the first hidden layer directly after the encoder was
equivalent to the hidden layer in a three-layer model with only one hidden layer.

4.3 Classification based on compressed data
To find a relationship between the compressed data and the phenotypical ADR expression
several methods was employed. These methods are described in detail in the methods section.
Despite using multiple methods to try and find any connections between the ADR phenotype
and the compressed data. A likely explanation for this was the reduction in SNVs previously
linked to the ADRs seen in our data analysis. With only about 1% of the SNVs previously
associated to the ADR phenotypes left in the data, it is likely that the data does not contain
enough information for the autoencoder to capture any patterns. This is further suggested by
the low amount of SNVs found associating with the PLINK test containing only 10 SNVs. As
the compression then cannot capture biological patterns it is then likely that there are no
association between the phenotype and the compressed data present in the hidden nodes. While
the 1% is fairly low the data was still used for two primary reasons. The first one was a
hardware limitation were the whole genome sequenced data was too large for running in on the
K80 used to run the ANNs. The whole exome sequenced data in turn could be feed in its
entirety on the K80 allowing for easier use. The second reason was that there was a hope that
the autoencoder would be able to identify novel SNVs of interest in this analysis based on the
1% remaining SNVs associated to the ADR phenotype. While no novel SNVs where found in
this study this does not mean there are no way of finding patterns in SNV data with the ANN
approach but it rather indicates that there is a lack in the depth of the available data leading to
no patterns being found. Alongside this the issue with a low amount of previously associated
SNVs in the data leads to the model not being able to identify any important SNVs from our
current data.

4.4 Pathway enrichment analysis.
Alongside the methods used to test association between the compressed data to phenotype the
study also employed a number of methods to try and identify enriched pathways potentially
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captured by the autoencoder when compressing the data based on patterns. These methods
however, much like the regression analysis did not find any significant results either by looking
at known protein-protein interaction networks or by using a functional enrichment analysis.
This is most likely explained by a oversight in the methodology based in the fact that the
methods where adapted from gene expression data analysed with Autoencoders. While the
methods work for gene expression data this is not true for our one-hot encoded SNV data. This
is due to the expression data containing a correlation between expression levels and PPIs,
something which the SNV data does not have. The correlation in gene expression
corresponding to protein interactions on a higher level within the cell being a well-studied
concept.29 As our SNV data does no contain such correlations there are no patterns for the
network to pick up on when it comes to this type of interactions. In accordance to this it is
highly unlikely any ANN would group the SNVs used here in a pattern that would correlate
with known protein interactions.

4.5 Autoencoder method compared to previous studies
4.5.1 Basis for the study
This study is primarily based around an earlier project performed by members of Mika
Gustaffson's group on whole genome data in an unpublished study by Tjärnberg et al (2017).
The Tjänberg study was based around looking at SNV association to ADR using the SNVs
with the highest variation in whole genome data. The study worked with whole genome
sequenced SNV data from 96 patients from the same cohort as the exome data used in the
current study originated from. The Tjärnberg compared several machine learning methods
which all found association between the SNVs and the ADRs. In total about 5000 SNVs that
associated to one or more of the three phenotypes used in this study was found. Among the
different machine learning methods, a method based on a simple ANN model showed great
promise in predicting. The Tjärnberg study along with the fact that ANN methods usually
outperform alternative machine learning methods laid the foundation for this study that aimed
at expanding these findings using alternative data.

4.5.2 Similar studies
While our approach here did not show any significant results, it is reasonable to believe that
this springs more from the data meaning the method itself requires further testing before it can
be determined functional or not. Previous literature while no studies have been found that
directly apply deep neural networks on SNV data and ADRs does suggest that links between
SNVs and disease states can be found using ANNs. In 2018 Montañes et al showed that a deep
neural network could be used to study SNVs in relation to obesity when using genome wide
association data.30 The same thing has been shown in a multitude of machine learning models
capable of finding association between SNVs to ADR phenotypes. This have been done in
genome wide association data in a study by S. Silke et al as early as 2009.31 Several more
studies published on machine learning and SNVs32-34 have shown similar evidence giving a
strong indication that these association patterns can be found using machine learning methods.
Despite these methods working this does not directly translate to a model working for the issues
here though. Since different data and phenotypes have been used. Rather than a direct prof of
the methods presented here these studies should instead be seen as a indication that these types
of methods can be applied in SNV and ADR studies. The Tjärnberg et al study along with
previous research on transfer learning and ANNs suggest that while this study failed to produce
results the method should be able to find and identify these disease associated SNVs.10,12,35
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Based on previous ANNs that have been compared to more classical machine learning
approaches it is also likely that the ANN methods will outperform the classical approaches if
enough data can be gathered for the network to be properly trained.11

4.6 Future research
While the study did not yield any significant results, it lays the foundation for future research.
With the results presented in this study there are several possible methods that can be tested
too achieve the goal presented in this study. The most straight forward but perhaps also the
hardest would be to increases the amount of samples used for both training and validation. The
difficulty in increasing the amount of samples lies in the overall amount of human genotype
data for individuals with ADRs of this nature being limited. Further as it is human data, the
data that is available is usually protected by a large number of rules and regulations making it
complicated to use. An alternative solution is to move towards using whole genome data rather
than the exomes to ensure that all the SNVs previously associated to ADRs are captured. This
solution however presents its own challenges in the size of the data making it impossible to
train a model containing all SNVs in a genome. A challenge that can be solved however either
by using larger hardware, something that might require a few years of wait. Alternatively, this
issue might be solved by training only one chromosome or only part of a chromosome at a time
to try and find local patterns that link in to the phenotypical ADR expression. An alternative
solution to this issue is to train a larger model, utilising more hidden nodes for each layer
something that could create a better representation of the data. Similarly, to using the whole
genome study though this would require an alternative solution to the current implementation
due to hardware limitations. All of these possible solutions are worth pursuing however the
alternative with adding more data will most likely hold true for both the other solutions. This
is due to the massive number of samples needed to accurately train a neural network and could
as such be implemented alongside either or both of the other suggested methods of
improvement.

4.7 Ethics
The ethics behind this project is from the aspect of ethical permits not very complex as the data
used have been collected by other groups and are here just used on permission from these
groups. However, since the study is based on human genetic data with the aim of developing
models for individual medicine there are some important aspects to consider. The most
important ethical concern when working with human genetics is whether or not the data can be
traced back to the individual. The first step of this is to ensure that the data is anonymised by
removing the names and other identifiers but even this is not necessary enough as the genetic
profile itself could be traced back to an individual if a DNA sample could be obtained. This
have been previously discussed in a number of publications36-39 without any solid conclusions
having been reached. For this project however it is less of an issue as it only deals with exome
sequenced SNVs meaning it only covers part of the genome and then only cover a number of
positions within the exome. Despite this matching these patterns to a persons genome could
make it possible to identify the person as well as then medical data linked to the sample at some
point in the future. To compensate for this, it is important to remember to secure the data while
still making it available to research. This can easiest be done by only sharing data on direct
request rather than making it publicly available. Further the data can be protected by
reasonable storage such as only using local storage when the project is over rather than on a
cluster where the data can be accessed by everyone who has access to the cluster. Other than
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this there are not many ethical concerns for this project as it primarily deals with computational
analysis of previously gathered data.

4.8 Significance for society
Despite not showing the expected results, the study lays important groundwork for using neural
networks to find SNVs important for ADR prediction. It stands to reason that if a neural
network can be trained to accurately predict important SNVs associated to ADRs it could also
be further developed to a tool to predict ADRs in other treatments based on patients SNV
expression. This would allow for simple analysis of possible ADR reactions using genome
sequencing and neural networks. Allowing for fast and accurate prediction without additional
data handling making it relatively simple to perform. This in turn could help greatly with cancer
treatment as well as treatment for other diseases.40 Further it stands to reason that a neural
network of this character would allow for a very important step forward both in personalised
medicine as well as in drug development reducing the amount of ADRs making treatments
much more effective than previously possible. Giving a more stable healthcare as well as
helping fulfil on of the UN's goals for sustainable development in health, providing access to
safe and effective medical treatment globally by 2030.41 All of this will of course require further
research however this study can hopefully be used as a stepping stone towards this.

4.9 Conclusions
In conclusion, while the neural network models developed here did not manage to compress
SNV data in to a form that could be used for studying the association between specific SNVs
and a phenotypical ADR response, the developed models do lay a foundation that could be
built upon with further research. The study did managed to show that the reconstruction
accuracy of the implemented autoencoder was higher when said autoencoder was implemented
as a deep neural network compared to a shallow neural network. This came at no surprise as it
have been shown to hold true for both autoencoders and more classical ANNs previously.12
Further the study provides strong evidence that the SNVs present in whole exome data is not
enough to predict haematological ADRs for patients treated with a combination of Gemcitabine
and Carboplatin. As it have not been possible to find any published articles using whole exome
sequenced data for ADR prediction in cancer it is hard to speculate if the finding about exome
data holds true. However, the lack of published studies could suggest that the approach does
not work as associating SNVs have been found in exonic data for ADRs linked to other
treatments and conditions.42,43
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